
One more action after selling or renting your premises

Upon selling or renting your premises, if the new owner/tenant does not 

change his/her contract name within 15 days, you should apply for the 

termination of electricity supply contract to avoid any responsibility of 

electricity related liabilities in the future, including but not limited to debts, 

illegal electricity consumption and anomalies of metering equipment found at 

the premises. Contractual liabilities only end after a contract ends.
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Power tampering can hold you criminally liable

CEM takes different measures to manage illegal electricity consumption, such as 

regular inspections, data analysis and smart device detection. Tampering for stealing 

electricity by connecting wires or enlarging the meter capacity without 

authorization not only endangers the safety of all occupants and the building, but 

is also subject to criminal liabilities. In addition, CEM will collect the corresponding 

charges in accordance with Macau laws. 
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Driving the smart future    

To support the green commute policy of the 

Macau SAR Government, CEM has been actively 

improving the electric vehicle (EV) charging 

network. We strive to increase the coverage in 

public car parks. China’s national standard 

charging system and smart charging network 

management technology will be introduced to 

improve EV charging facilities.

Car owners just need to follow and bind CEM 

WeChat and start charging by simply scanning 

the QR code on the charger. It’s easy and quick!    

Real time, Real easy!   

 Now you have 9 online options to settle your electricity bills with real time 

payment, including Bank of China, BNU, China Construction Bank, ICBC 

Macau, MPay App, NK+, UePay, Well Link Bank and most recently China 

Guangfa Bank. 

 

Just download the designated collectors’ mobile apps and fill in your 

contract number, and you are all set! If power supply has been 

disconnected, reconnection will be arranged automatically after 

settlement. Download now! 


